the Nyquist stability criterion have been developed (e, g. , [ 1] - [3] ), it has been difficult to meaningfully relate fi:e, conditions of these multiloop criteria to tolerance of open-loop modeling error except in special cases such as diagonally dominant systems, normal systems, and systems in which feedback loop gains vary only over certain "sets of zero measure" [ 4] . The results of the present paper are intended to address the need for an improved method for characterizing the stability margins of multiloop feedback systems.
In broad and imprecise terms what seems to be necessary to meaningfully characterize multiloop stability margins is a stability criterion that guaranties stability for every multiloop feedback operator within a given "frequency-dependent ball" in anappropriate s pace of input-output relations, ;j i! I this ball being centered at the system's nominal "open-loop gain" operator.
It is important that the size of this ball be permitted to be frequencydependent so that one can account for frequency-dependent variations in the precision of mathematical models such as result from such ubiquitous effects as singular perturbations, hysteresis, imprecisely known timedelays, or any sort of unmodeled dynamics, Also, since in general one may expect modeling imprecision in certain feedback loops to be large relative to other loops, it should be possible to specify that this ball be somewhat egg-shaped, having different diameters in the various "directions" corresponding to the "gains" of individual feedback loops. So, perhaps the necessary ball of stable multiloop feedback operators could be better described as a "frequency-dependent egg. for multiloop systems and discuss the connection with the guaranteed stability margins of full-state feedback linear optimal regulators (see [24] ). The paper by Sandell [17] discusses in broad and simple terms the role of singular values in coping with modeling imprecision in a wide range of engineering e.nd numerical problems, Numerical aspects of singular value computation are surveyed in [ 181, wherein sophisticated and widely available computer routines for singular value computation are also ,referenced.
II. NOTATION
The following notation is used: A T and x denote respectively the transpose of the matrix A and the vector x; A and x r denote the complex conjugate of the matrix A T and the ve.ctor x respectively; the determinant of a matrix A is denoted det(A); the Euclidian norm of a vector x is
Ix 11 E '^ x x R+denotes nonnegative real numbers; the functional norm x1l, and inner product < x i , x2 > T are defined for functions x:
.5
R + ^ Rn as where for any x l and x2
The space L2e (R+, R21) is defined as
where the symbol V means "for all. IL We define L 2 = U L2e(R+, Rn). n Laplace transforms are denoted by capital letters, e.g., X(s) denotes the Laplace transform of x(t). A functional relation is a mapping of functions into sets of functions; for example, a dynamical system mapping inputs in L 2e into outputs in L 2 defines a relation (e, g. , [51). An operator is a special type of relation which maps each input function into exactly one output function, i, e. , into a set with exactly one element. All functional relations considered in this paper are implicitly assumed to be mappings of L 2 into L2e• A relation H is said to be nonanticipative if for all t o , the output (Hx)(t0) -6- does not depend on x(t) for t> t o . We say that a relation H is LZe-stable1 if there exists a constant k < m such that for all x c L, e and all T c R+ ..
Generalizing some of the LZe conic sector conditions of Zames [5] , we employ the following definitions which are a special case of the generalized sector conditions of [13] , [19] , [20] . Given an operator H, if there wrist operators C, R, and S such that
for all y = Hx, all x, all T, and some e > 0, then we say I S is strictly inside the L Ze conic sector with center C ind radius (R, S) II ; equivalently, we write H strictly inside L2e -Cone(C, R, S).
Given a relation G , if
For nonanticipative operators, LZe -stabilit as defined here is equivalent to the usual notion of LZ -stability, e. g. , [8T
The "strictly inside" conic sector condition of [5 1 can be demonstrated to be a special case of (6); however, the term eI]y11T is only implicit in [5] .
for all x = -Gy, all y, and all T, then we say "the inverse relation of -G 
The no't'ation col(xl, ... , xN ) denotes the column vector xl col(xl,... , xN)
XN
The relation dia g (H l , ... , HN ) is defined by
3 Followzng [13] , [19] , [20] , the notation (-G) 1 is used for the inverse of the relation -G ; i. e. , (-G) 1 is the relation which maps each ye L 2 into the set of functions xe L Z e such that y = -G x. The inverse relation (-G)1 always exists even for operators G for which the inverse operator, denoted (-G) -1 , 'does not exist. ~i The system equations thus take the following form (see Fig. 1 ):
where dynamical LTI interconnection
11 (5) = c01 (U ( s ), . , . , The System
The endogenous variables y i(t) and xi (t) are the system "outputs" and the exogenous variables u l(t) and vl (t) are the system "inputs". Each of the "components" H i may itself be a multi-input-multi-output a (MIMO) system in general, though our results are most easily used and laperpreted when the components are single-input-single-output (SISO).
We assume that for each of the imprecisely modeled components H i we. have a crude approximate LTI model C. and that LTI operators R1
and S i can be found such that the modeling error in each H i is bounded by a generalized conic sector condition such as (6); i. e. , H i strictly inside L2e -Cone(C i, R ip S i)
for i = 1, ... , N, For notational convenience we define
S diag (S 1 , ... , S N )
Comments:
The generalized conic sector error bound (18) , though somewhat abstract, is fairly easily related to meaningful quantities.
Lemmas A4 and AS in the Appendix relate condition (18) to simple Euclidean norm bounds for multi-input-multi-output (MILIAO) NTV and LTI H i . For example, if H i is a stable SISO LTI element, then it follows from Lemma A4 that the simple frequency domain condition -11-
for some e > 0 and all w, (see Fig. 2b ) implies that (18) is satisfied for any stable SISO L",'I nonanticipative S and R satisfying
RiGjj) S .(jw) riUu)) -(24) i
If H i is a SISO memoryless NTV element defined by yi(t ) = h i (xi ( t ), t) (25) and if for sor, ! e, r and some e > 0 
amax(R(JU)) G(jw) (I + C(jw) G(jw)^1 S-1 (jw)) t 1 V w. (27)
Further, when G(s) is a square matrix and is invertible almost everywhere on the jw-axis, then the above condition can be expressed as 6min(S(Jw) ( C OW ) G 1 (jw)) R-1 Ow)) > 1
for all w at which G-1 (jw) exists.
Proof: From Lemma A3 and (27), it follows that H -^ diag(H 1; , HN) strictly inside L 2 -Cone(C, R, S) .
From Lemma A2, it follows that (27) and (28) are equivalent when G'1(jw)
exists almost everywhere and that
L 2e-stability of (11)- (12) GMi 4 iW 20 log I C i jw) I db l If C(s) G(s) has any "decoupling zeroes" (i, e. , uncontrollable or unobservable poles, then these will not be roots of (31) and one must check separately that these poles have negative real parts--cf. [3] . 
is the amount by which the uncertainty bounding matrices R i (jw) can be simultaneously increased without violating the stability conditions of Theorem 1--krll(jw) can be viewed as a lower bound on the amount by which the system (11)- (12) exceeds the stability margin specifications (18) may be replaced by a frequency-dependent cr i (jw) (provided that for some k< a and some e> 0, k> Ini (jU)) 2 >e for all w). Iterative numerical methods would be required to enable one to efficie ntly compute the "optimal" weightings (i. e. , the weightings leading to the least conservative stability conclusions) . We hasten to add that the idea of using constant weightings to reduce conservativeness in multiloop nonlinear input-output stability results is not new: %K-inatrix tests provide a simple but conservative method to implicitly ensure the existence of constant The results of [12] involving explicit weightings may be viewed as a special case in which the matrices (C(jw), R(jw), S(jw)), the interconnection matrix G(jw), and the weightings a,(jw) are not permitted to be frequencydependant. We emphasize that the advantages offered by frequencydependent G(jw), R(jw), S(jw) and cy i (jw) are crucial in stability margin analysir , where it usually is necessary to be able to characterize tolerance of dynamical modeling errors of frequency-dependent magnitude. Allowing the matrix G(jLu) to be frequency dependent eliminates the need for incorporating the dynamics of G in additional dynamical H i p s, thereby reducing the dimension N of (G, C, R, S); this in general leads to less conservative stability conclusions from Theorem 1 and also broadens its scope of applicability (since G need not be L 2e-stable under the conditions of Theorem 1 whereas each H i mus t).
We note that Theorem I is fairly broad in its scope of applicability. We note that while results similar to Lemmas A2, A4, and A i have been presented in various forms elsewhere (e. g., [6] - [8] , [13] , [19] , [20] ), the very general case considered here (admitting, for example, dynamical and multi-input-multi-output C, R, S) is new, as is the explicit appearance of the term e ilyil2 in the "strict" conicity condition (5)- (6) follows that for all YT(jw)
by the nonanticipativeness of N R, G ( I + C G)-
/ by Parseval's Theorem and the hypotheses that R, G(I + C G) -1 , and S -1 are L2e-stable.
which proves (All) is implied by (Al2).
Conversely, suppose that (All) holds. Let Y O and w0 be arbitrary.
Consider the L2e -stable feedback system
Let y(t) -Y 0 a Then (letting 'r -m in (7)), it follows from (All) that
and hence (Al2) holds. 
Suppose S -1 exists, then
